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CALL FOR CHAPTER PROPOSALS 

Global Leadership for an Equitable, Resilient and Sustainable Future 

Publisher 

Routledge, UK  

About the book 

In the 21st century, organizations and systems around the world face challenges and opportunities 
associated with economic uncertainty, global migration, increasing diversity and inequality, digital 
transformation, environmental degradation, and global crises. These issues affect the sociocultural, 
economic, and environmental dimensions of human existence and leadership contexts. They have 
asymmetrical impacts on vulnerable communities and groups of population, including children, 
seniors, cultural and racial minorities, people with disabilities and low socioeconomic status. Leaders 
who need to deal with transnational operations, lead multicultural teams, and work with diverse 
population on daily basis face complex sociocultural, economic, geopolitical, and ethical challenges 
with cross-border and cross-cultural implications.  

Global leadership is an emerging topic in leadership theory and praxis. Recognizing that global 
leadership concept needs to be open for discussion, inquiry, and critique, we conceptualize global 
leaders as individuals who understand the interconnected nature of the world, are knowledgeable of 
global issues affecting the organizational contexts, interculturally competent to lead multicultural 
teams, and are committed to global common good – collective wellbeing, equity, peace, and 
sustainability. This edited book aims to critically examine the dynamics of global leadership 
perspectives, models, contexts, issues, competencies, ethics, and values.  

Publication Schedule 

Editors and authors will adhere to the following schedule.  

Deadline  Submission  
Feb 18, 2024 Book chapter proposal 
31 March 2024 Editors’ decision on chapter proposal 
1st June 2024 Full chapter submission  
1st July 2024 Peer review feedback on submitted chapters 
31 August 2024 Revised chapter and author’s bio  
1 Oct 2024 Completed manuscript to publisher 
Jan 2025 Publication 

About the Chapters  

Anchored in the epistemologies, ontologies, philosophies, and methodologies across systems and 
national boundaries, each chapter lends a unique perspective or shares applicable strategies in 
creating an equitable, resilient, and sustainable future. Each chapter is built upon a theoretical 
foundation/framework with relevant literature and chronicles the evidence-based practices, 
strategies, and/or approaches that are proven successful and impactful.  
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Each chapter contains transformative theory or praxis for leadership scholars and practitioners in 
cross-cultural and cross-boarder contexts. Those interested in authoring a chapter for this book are 
invited to submit a brief description of their chapter idea (750 words or less) by Feb 18, 2024. The 
editors will inform authors’ the decision by March 31, 2024. If the chapter is accepted, the author(s) 
will receive a chapter template.  

Each chapter is limited to 8000 words, including references. It adheres to APA (7th edition) 
formatting and citation guidelines.  

Chapters in this book could focus on, but not limited to the following topics:  

Inclusive Leadership for Equity and Inclusion  

• Women leadership  
• Migration and Social Justice leadership 
• Peace, Conflicts, and Global Leadership 
• Leading Cross-cultural teams or cross-border Operations 
• Inclusive Leadership for Equity and Collective Wellbeing 
• Indigenous Leadership for Truth and Reconciliation 
• Globally Leadership for Inclusive Governance and Policies 
• Systems Leadership for interdependence and interrelationships  
• Third Culture Leaders  
• Ethical leadership for vulnerable populations 
• Globally Competent Leadership for Welcoming and Inclusive organizations/communities  

Innovation Leadership for Resilience, Improvement and Transformation 

• Leaders’ resilience development 
• Innovation Leadership for Solving Complex Problems 
• Solving global problems with innovative local solutions 
• Adaptive Leadership for Innovation and Prosperity 
• Digital Leadership: Challenges and Opportunities  
• Innovation Leadership for Sustainable Development 
• Global Leadership for disrupted systems/organizations 
• Global leadership in virtual environment 

Responsible Leadership for Sustainability   

• Impact of and leader’s response to global issues in local contexts  
• Responsible Leadership for Sustainable systems/institutions 
• Ethics and Accountability for Sustainable Organizations/Systems 
• Sustainable E-Government for Inclusive Public Services and Citizen Engagement 
• Emerging Opportunities for an Equitable and Sustainable Future 
• Capacity Building through Education with global perspectives 
• Globally competent governance / policymaking  
• Sustainability leadership 

 Chapter Proposal Submission Link 

https://forms.office.com/r/DsebHX6jSP
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About the Editors 

Dr. Linyuan Guo-Brennan is a Professor of International and Global Education at the University of 
Prince Edward Island, Canada and an adjunct professor of Global Leadership at Troy University, 
USA. She has published extensively on preparing globally competent citizens, professionals, and 
leaders for equity, innovation, and sustainability. She is currently serving as the Vice President of 
Comparative and International Education Society of Canada (CIESC), a co-editor of the Routledge 
Book Series titled Education Leadership for an Equitable, Resilient, and Sustainable Future, the lead 
convener of the World Education Research Association (WERA) International Research Network on 
the same topic.  

Dr. Dionne Michelle Rosser-Mims is a full professor and Vice Chancellor for the Troy University 
Phenix City Campus. She is the recipient of several leadership awards, including the 2023 East 
Alabama Chamber of Commerce Individual Leader Award, the 2021 Women in Leadership 
Community Outstanding Senior Scholar award, the 2013 Wallace D. Malone, Jr. Distinguished 
Faculty Award, and a Troy University Chancellor’s Fellow. She is the co-founder and former co-
editor in chief of Dialogues in Social Justice: An Adult Education Journal. She currently serves as 
the president of the Women and Leadership Member Community at the International Leadership 
Association (ILA). 


